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President’s Message  

One of the reasons I wanted to live in The Villages was the Guild being available here.  I 
went to AQS in Daytona before we decided and saw some women walking around the 
show with QGOTV tee shirts and I was intrigued. I knew I wanted an active quilt group. 
You gals have given that to me! Thank you! 
 
It is unfortunate that the proposed road trip to Trenton had to be cancelled. Maybe 
when we have our snow birds back, we can resurrect it. 
 
Another blow is that both Bunny Gowell and Linda McElmurry had to step down from 
the vice president position.  We are lucky that Mary Smith and Terri Miller are willing to 
take up the job. We have a very giving community of quilters.  
 
I have some information about the retreat that the afternoon group invited us to.  It is 
next August and it's just daytime, no overnights. And it is close enough that the drive is 
reasonable. Sue Coulliard is our contact person. Her number is 713 548 4860. 
 
The Block of the month for July is applique since Alice et al just gave us a lesson in 
applique.  
 
Just quilting my summer away,  
 
Lin Marsh 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

P.S. Have a happy and 

safe July 4th 

Celebration!   
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Member Spotlight! 

 
Each Rohan member was emailed a set of questions to answer.  Here are a few 
responses to those questions.  Each month a few members’ answers are posted. 

 
Meet Rohan Quilter  

Brenda Hjelmar 
 

When did you start quilting or sewing?  You 
know, I recently moved down here from Brooklyn, 
about a week before that hurricane [Irma, 10 
September 2017].  Prior to then, I really didn’t sew.  
But since the move I have seriously embraced new 
hobbies.  I now have two sewing machines, one with 
embroidery capability, and I participate in classes at 
the Sewing Studio.   We are even thinking of 
purchasing another machine and I’ve started to collect 
a fabric stash.  I did sew when I was in high school 
and later my mother enrolled me in a Singer 
[machine] sewing class.   I did sew the crayon doll 
quilt but it is not quilted.   I am still learning. 

 
Do you have a favorite pattern and/or 
fabric?  I like batiks but love the old fashioned fabric 
patterns, they remind me of my childhood.    
 
Your go to quilting/sewing tool?  I guess I’d 
have to say my seam ripper.  One thing unusual is 
that I haven’t had to rip out any zippers – I am really 
good at sewing them!  I made a little ditty bag, it had 
three inside zippers for individual compartments and 
one overall outer one.  I didn’t have any problems 
with those zippers!   
 
Do you have a quilt pattern you want to try, but haven’t 
yet?  I’d like to make a bed size quilt, no specific pattern.  My 
husband Jimmie won a $125 prize during the last shop hop.  Our 
last stop was Material Girl and he fell in love with a quilt hanging on the wall.  So 
Jimmie used his prize certificate to purchase the kit (it was kind of white and black) and 
he is determined to sew it.  Of course he hasn’t started it and can only do it if I am not 
using that machine…...  
 
 
 

Brenda’s crayon doll entry  
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What other activities or hobbies do 
you do?  I volunteered to be our quilt 
chapter’s historian which is good since I do 
scrapbooking.  I also do glass fusion and my 
husband and I actively support the honor 
flight initiative.  I also like to cook.  Right 
now I have a full house (five guests) so it is 
alittle crazy…   
 
What do you love 
about quilting 
and/or why do 
you quilt? My 
Grandmother 

quilted and all the kids in the family 
got a quilt.  She was just starting to 
gather my old dresses to make a quilt 

when she passed away. I never got my quilt but I would like to 
continue the tradition and learn how to make quilts for my 
children and grandchildren.   
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

************************************** 

 
 
 

Brenda’s footstool  

Brenda’s small purse with 

embroidered applique 
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Meet Rohan Quilter  

Marge Barnett 
 

When did you start quilting or sewing? I recall 
learning to sew back in 7th grade. I really didn’’t like it 
much as nothing 
seemed to turn out 
right or didn’t fit 
right.  I learned to 
quilt from a 
neighbor; I never 
finished that quilt.  
It was hand 
quilting and our 
house at the time 
caught fire and 
burned.  So, that 

one was never finished! 
 
About 25 years ago, after the kids were out of 
the house, I took up sewing and quilting again, 
making quillows and baby quilts.  Since moving 
here from Kansas City, I have really become a 
quilter, making quilts for special occasions for 
my children or grandchildren.  I have made or am still making 
a quilt for each of my grandchildren that is based on their 
special interests.  Right now I am working on a chameleon quilt 
(no, it doesn’t turn colors!) with applique for my grandson who 
has a pet chameleon.   

 

Do you have a favorite pattern and/or fabric?  
No, I really do not have a favorite but I do like that 
applique.   
 
Your go to quilting/sewing tool?   I love that seam 
binding tool the one that folds your cut cloth while you 
iron it.  That is a real time saver.   
 
Do you have a quilt pattern you want to try, but 
haven’t yet?  I want to try a bookshelf pattern for my 
daughter.  
 
What other activities or hobbies do you do?  I 
golf, play mah-jongg, once or twice a week, enjoy my 

The photo quilt for her 

grandson’s graduation 
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book club.  My husband and I also participate in a dinner club once a month.  I keep 
very busy.  I also like being treasurer for our chapter.   
 

What do you love about quilting 
and/or why do you quilt?  Quilting is so 
satisfying, seeing the finished item.  And I 
love to give these away.  Everyone here in 
the chapter and guild is very nice and I 
learn a lot from them.  It’s great to meet 
new members, they all have a new 
perspective 

   
 
 

      
 

 
 
 

 
Meet Rohan Quilter  

Mary Smith 
 

When did you start quilting or sewing?    I can always remember sewing.  I first made 
doll clothes by hand with scraps from my mom’s sewing projects. Unfortunately for 
me,   I wasn’t allowed anywhere near the sewing machine until I was in high school 
(probably a wise decision for my Mom).  As a younger adult I did a lot of apparel sewing 
for my daughter and myself.  I graduated to home decorating sewing but didn’t start 
quilting until the 80’s when I saw a Sunshine 
and Shadow quilt on the cover of Woman’s 
Day magazine.  I thought “I can do this!”  Ha, 
Ha!  I didn’t have a clue. Because I didn’t 
have any quilting tools I used a yardstick to 
measure and scissors to cut the long strips of 
fabric.  My batting was an old blanket, which 
was extremely hard to quilt through. I did 
finish it and still have it in the trunk of the 
car - to use in emergencies.  Fortunately this 
experience didn’t discourage me from 
quilting. 
      
       
 
  
 

Marge’s s optical 

illusion quilt top 
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Do you have a favorite pattern and/or 

fabric?   I tend to prefer more traditional 
patterns and fabrics.  I am trying to choose 
more Florida friendly fabrics—brighter and 
lighter! 
 
Your go to quilting/sewing tool?   My 
sewing machines are my favorite sewing 
tools.  I love my Bernina and have recently 
acquired a Featherweight. 
 
Do you have a quilt pattern you want 

to try, but haven’t yet?  One of my quilting goals is to 
making a New York Beauty quilt.  I still have to decide 
on the colors and the exact pattern that I want to use.  I also 
prefer scrappy quilts and my stash is made up of small 

pieces of fabrics. 
 
What other activities or hobbies do you 
do?    I have a lot of interests.  I guess my 
primary interest is in making things — quilting, 
crocheting, knitting, cross stitch, and crafts.  In 
addition I enjoy gardening, chair volleyball, 
pickle ball (when my body cooperates), bowling, 
water aerobics, yoga and traveling. 
 
What do you love about quilting and/or 
why do you 
quilt?    I love 
quilting because 

when I finish a quilt I have something to show for my 
time. I love the idea of taking scraps and putting them 
together to make something new and unique 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

A sampling of Mary’s work  

Check out the four birds on the top 

shelf…… 
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Applique Program Workshop Appreciated 

 
The Rohan Chapter Program committee continues to 
provide learning experiences for our members!      
The June 19th program was a workshop using a raw-edge 
applique technique.    Alice Penney, Terry Miller and Mary 
Smith provided a hands-on workshop using a technique 
they learned in a class they took recently from nationally 
known quilter, Pat Sloan.   
 
 
 

Several Chapter 
members 
watched the demonstration then worked on a 
flip flop pattern, using the technique to fuse 
the fabrics and then sew them to the 
background.   The finished items could be 
used to construct a donation quilt for our 
Chapter charity ‘Giving Dolls’ or be kept for 
our personal use.  
 
 
It was a great class 

and many thanks to Alice, Terry & Mary for their efforts!  
 

Stay tuned for more exciting educational opportunities from 
the committee. 

 
 
 
 

 
************************ 

Confessions of an Amateur Paper Piecer 
by Shirley Rubens 

 
I decided to try last month’s paper piecing Block of the Month, knowing full well that I 
have never been too enthused about the technique.  My one and only previous try was 
with glue in a paper piecing class.  Guess I am too impatient to handle it.  Well, I did 
some research and what I found piqued my interest (see follow-on article).  To start, I 
had three different fabrics, about 1 ½ yards each.  I figured that would be adequate.  I 
traced the patterns so I could make one complete block; by using tracing paper I can see 
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my fabric clearly.  It is also very easy to sew through and rip off.  Another plus is that I 
did not have to use that #^&$@!%* computer to print sheets.   
 
I arrived at our Rohan sewing time that Tuesday and proceeded to watch Louise get 
frustrated with her second piece.  Aha, I saw that it is even more difficult that I thought.  
Seemed like a lot of wasted fabric.   Never mind…I proceeded to set up my new Brother 
machine.  It took 20 minutes and I still could not to figure out how to get the needle to 
stay in the middle; so, I declined to use my ¼” foot and thought I could mark ¼” on my 
machine plate.  I sewed the first two pieces: Whoops, I had a small zig-zag stitch going.  
Another ten minutes later and I tried again with two new fabric pieces and another of 
my traced patterns.  This time I was able to get a straight stitch but it was with a ½ inch 
seam.  That’s when I packed it up and decided to try it again at home. 
 
A few days later, I pulled out all of the stitches and tried again using my machine at 
home (which I do know how to use!).  I placed the two fabrics on the area and sewed.  It 
was a beautiful ¼” seam and the seam looked wonderful – except that I had fabric #1 
where #2 should have been, and vice versa.  Another few minutes of pulling stiches…. O-
kay, so I pinned piece #1 where it should be and placed piece #2 where it should be.  I 
sewed and turned it over; beautiful seam but it was inside out, meaning the seams were 
showing.  I pulled stitches once again.  By this time my pattern was becoming frayed so I 
taped it together with scotch tape.  I tried it again; this time it worked so I ironed it: 
DUMB! Luckily the tape just stuck to the tracing paper and did not melt to the fabric.  I 
then trimmed the seam and opened it up: Whoops, I cut off exactly what I wasn’t 
supposed to so now I had a seam but no #2 piece attached.  By now I am determined to 
conquer this technique and so I sewed, cut, pulled stitches, and sewed again for 
approximately 5 hours on that Sunday.  I now have three of those four pieces ready; 
soon I will tackle the last and I will have a full block.  But I am not sure when I will finish 
this project; it is Christmas fabric but it may not be until Christmas 2025.  

 
A Short History of Paper Piecing 

 
What we call "paper piecing" today is technically "foundation piecing" so as not to 
confuse it with traditional English paper piecing. And foundation piecing is very old 
indeed.  It was originally a method used to stabilize pieces of fabric that were stitched 
together. It first became popular in the 18th and 19th centuries in England.  Originally 
pieces of scrap fabric or muslin were used as the foundation.  Then quilters used 
newspapers, magazine and catalog pages as foundations for piecing. Nowadays the use 
of paper, whether tracing paper, freezer paper or some other heavyweight paper, has 
become acceptable for use as a pattern, in creating quilt blocks that are all the same size, 
each with precise, sharp points and perfectly matched intersections. In addition, 
information such as color and fabric choices can be written on the paper foundation in 
order to facilitate the construction of the piece.  It's a wonderful technique for handling 
odd angles and very small pieces that don't lend themselves well to traditional template 
piecing. Its popularity is due in large part to Lesly-Claire Greenberg. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stitch_(textile_arts)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrap
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fabric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tracing_paper
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Freezer_paper&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quilt_block
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She is the "mother of modern day foundation piecing." Her development of the 
foundation/paper piecing technique began as early as 1976 because she couldn't sew log 
cabin blocks straight. She tried everything possible but she still couldn't do it! So she 
traced the sewing lines onto a piece of muslin and sewed on the lines. At the same time 
she was producing a line of patterns and to help her students' complete the designs as 
close to the original design as possible, she had them trace the patterns onto a muslin 
foundation and then lay out the fabric patches on top of the patterns. It was just a 
matter of time before they were turning the paper over and sewing right on the line! 
 
It was a long process that was an evolution of little steps. "It was doing all those log 
cabin blocks. They were my nemesis!" She still had one problem, though. She was losing 
track of the order and so she began numbering the patches. She refined the block 
technique in 1981 and began teaching it. A rubber stamp was developed because 
students were tired of tracing the same pattern twenty-six times!  
 
Soon several quilt teachers around the country were teaching their techniques - Mary 
Golden and Adrienne Johnson from New Hampshire were teaching and selling 
foundation papers for log cabins, kaleidoscopes, houses, and other patterns. Quilt 
magazines published patterns for miniature Flying Geese using foundation piecing. 
Brenda Groelz taught a class at the 1992 Houston Quilt Festival entitled "Minis For 
Klutzes" which showed students how to draft their own miniature blocks for foundation 
piecing on paper. 
 
In 1992 Carol Doak was teaching paper piecing at a quilt festival.  At that time Carol 
wrote her Tricks of the Trade column for "Quick & Easy Quilting Magazine" featuring 
sewing to paper foundations. She described the sequencing of simple straight seamed 
designs which could be drawn onto graph paper and then pieced by sewing. She offered 
three different tree designs along with a house and boat designs for the readers to create 
for themselves with her method. It was in August of 1992 that she purchased a copy of 
The Electric Quilt design computer program which encouraged her to design her first 
160 paper foundation piecing blocks. Some of these designs became the basis for her 
first paper piecing book published by That Patchwork Place. 
 
Carol's book, "Easy Machine Paper Piecing: 65 Quilt Blocks for Foundation Piecing" 
(which has sold over 127,000 copies worldwide and is still a best- selling book) has 
helped replace the term "paper foundation piecing" with simply "paper piecing".  Dixie 
Haywood and Jane Hill soon followed with their two books on foundation piecing. Then 
Shirley Liby's books became popular because the designs were so unique. Brenda Groelz   
has been teaching the technique since 1991, and offers many beautiful original patterns 
for sale. 
 
Soon there were all sorts of self-publishing quilters creating their own patterns through 
magazines and at quilt shows. Rubber stamps with simple foundation piecing blocks 
became very popular. The designs weren’t the complicated patterns we see now.  
Today, there are many companies producing patterns for paper foundation piecing. The 
Foundation Piecer is a quarterly magazine dedicated to this quilting technique and 

http://quilt.com/CDoak
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offers breathtaking patterns that would be impossible to make except by using 
foundation piecing.  

 

1.  Wikipedia.org/wiki/foundation piecing 

2. Debbie Kratovil “The History of Modern Foundation Piecing” 

 
  

 
 
 

 
The GOTV Showcase will be held 25-26 January 2019.  If you are interested in entering 
a quilt, please check the guild website for categories, dimensions, judging and other 
pertinent information.  Remember that all proceeds from the charity quilt raffle will 
benefit the E-Nini-Hassee school for girls.   
 

************************************ 
 

 
  

July Birthdays 
Debbie Farrell, 1 

Glenda Cunningham, 12 

Reminder: Showcase of Quilts 2019 
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Upcoming Events and Dates to Remember 

 

 
Tuesday, 3 July 2018: Rohan Quilters Business Meeting, Rohan Recreation Center, 
9:00 am; QGOTV Guild Meeting @ Laurel Manor 2:00 pm 
 
Sunday at Sterling, July 8, 15, 22, 29: Open sewing, 11:30 a.m. 
Sterling Heights Recreation Center 
 
1 June – 31 August:  Patriotic Quilt Exhibit, The Florida Quilt Museum, Trenton, FL  
(www.Floridaquilttrail.com)  
 
1 June – 3 September:   Florida Quilt Trail exhibit, White Springs, FL  (Home to 
Stephen Foster Folk Culture Center)    (www.Floridaquilttrail.com) 
 
June 21 – September 4:    Summer Row By Row, Free Patterns at each of the 
participating shops; theme this year is Sew Musical 
 
July 12-14 2018:   Stitchers Paradise, St Petersburg, Fl Hilton Carillon Park 
 
July 20 – August 4:  Charmed Shop Hop, Passports on sale for $8.00 
 
September 20-22 2018: Quilt Show, Jacksonville, FL (quiltfest.jax) 
 

ROHAN QUILTERS  
 

T H E 1 9 T H  C H APT ER  O F T H E Q U IL T IN G  G U IL D  O F  T H E  V IL L A G E S  
EST .  F EBR U AR Y  2 ,  2 0 1 6  

 8 5 0  KR IST IN E  W AY  
T H E V IL L AG E S,  F L  

 E - M A IL :  Q G O T VR O H AN @ G M AIL .C O M  
 
 

C O  -  PR E SID EN T   L IN  M AR SH  
C O  -  PR E SID EN T   KAT H Y  PO W ER S  
C O  -  VP    M AR Y  SM IT H   
C O  -  VP            T ER R Y M IL L ER  
SEC R E T AR Y    J U D Y G I AN EL O S  
T R EA SU R ER   M AR G E BAR N ET T  
M EM B ER  AT  L AR G E  M AR Y  SM IT H  
M EM B ER SH IP   KEL L Y  S AN D ER S  
W EB  M AS T ER  N AT H AL IE  C AU M AR T IN  
N EW SL ET T ER   SH IR L EY  R U B EN S  

   

mailto:QGOTVRohan@gmail.com
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This makes a 12" 

block, and is partly 

appliqued, by hand 

or by machine-

Your Choice!  

It's from the 1930's 

and it's also been 

known as Good 

Luck Block, Lucky 

Block, and Lucky 

Quilt!  

 

 

 

  

*Remember--if you will be hand appliqueing these, add a 3/16" to 1/4" seam 

allowance as you cut these out. If you will be fusing and machine appliqueing 

you do not need to add seam allowances! 

** Supplies List ** 
 

 
Color #1 

Color #1 needs: one 2-1/2" x 10" strip AND one 2-1/2" x 

5"  strip 

 
Color #2 

Color #2 needs: one 2-1/2" x 10" strip  AND one 6-1/2" x 

11" strip 

 
Color #3 

Color #3 needs: one 6-1/2" x 13" strip AND one 2-1/2" x 

10" strip AND two 2-1/2" x 5"  strips 
 

 

 
 

** Preparing the Pieces and Sewing the Block **  

 

 

Cut the Color #3  6-1/2" x 13" strip into two 6-1/2" 

squares... 
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Next, using a scant 1/4" seam now and 

throughout the block-making, sew together the 

Color 1, 3 and 2  2-1/2" x 10" strips as shown at 

left. Press seams towards the green strips. Cut 

this apart at the 2-1/2" points to make four 

pieced units. Now sew together the two Color 3 

and one Color 1  2-1/2" x 5"  strips. Cut at the 

2-1/2" point to make two pieced units... 

 

   

 

   

 Sew these pieced units together to make two Nine 

Patch units as shown at left... 

 

 

   

Now cut out two shamrock shapes from the Color 2  6-1/2" x 

11" strip (Not Shown) Lightly crease your Color 3  6-1/2" 

squares to find the center. If you will be hand appliqueing your 

shamrocks, center them and pin them on. Applique down using 

thread to match the shamrock. To fuse, just follow the fusible 

manufacturer's instructions, and then machine stitch with a satin 

or invisible or decorative stitch of your choosing......  

 

 

Then just piece the block by sewing the four sections together! 
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May this quilt 

bring you the Luck 

of the Irish! :o) 

Happy Quilting, 
Folks! 

Marcia :o) 

 

  http://www.quilterscache.com 

 

 


